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The aim of this paper is to give a full analysis of the the shape differentiability
for the solution to the second order hyperbolic equation with Dirichlet boundary
conditions. The implicit function theorem does not work to solve the problem of
weak regularity of the data; nevertheless by a more technical approach we prove an
analogous result. We will first prove the theorem under strong regularity of the
right hand side, then using the hidden regularity we will prove the shape derivative
continues to exist under weak condition of regularity. We end up with a second
order shape derivative for this problem.  1999 Academic Press
Contents.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The shape derivative analysis has been solved for many classical linear
and non-linear boundary value problems on manifolds. Nevertheless the
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hyperbolic situation has never received a sharp analysis due to the specific
complications related to the solutions regularity at the boundary. In [1, 2]
we announced some results concerning the case with right hand side in L2
and Dirichlet boundary condition when the data are the restriction of a
function defined on the entire space (i.e., the shape derivative of the data
vanishes). This important case of the wave equation with the right hand
side in L2 and Dirichlet boundary condition which is part of the control
theory framework yields a solution for which the formal calculus leads
to a wave problem for the shape derivative which ‘‘survives’’ (i.e., has a
solution) due to the so-called hidden regularity described in [7] (which is
a quantified version of the Lopatinskii condition). We prove that the shape
derivative exists in a weak sense, while the material one does not, and this
is a new situation which captures the boundary hidden regularity as a
profit for the shape derivative which mainly depends on the solution at the
boundary. We present an exhaustive analysis of the scalar wave equation
with general coefficients being time dependent. In order to recover sharp
quantifications in the hidden regularity properties we extend the extractor
technique introduced in [5]. We end up with a second order shape
derivative for this problem. The extension of that analysis to other
problems such as the exterior wave problem, Maxwell equations, elasticity
system, wave on manifolds, is in progress and is mainly governed by the
extension of that regularity analysis to those situations.
1.1. Shape and Material Derivatives
We consider a bounded domain D in RN and a family Ok of open
domains 0 in D whose boundary 1=0 is a Ck manifold oriented by the
unitary normal field n outgoing to 0. Throughout this paper we assume
k2.
Let I=[0, T] be the time interval. We note Q=]0; T[_0 the cylindri-
cal evolution domain and 7=]0, T[_1 the lateral boundary associated to
any element 0 of the family Ok .
Let Ek be the set of V # C([0, S]; Ck(D, RN )) with (V, nD) =0. For any
V # Ek we consider the flow mapping Ts(V ). At the point x, V has the form
V(s)(x)=\ s Ts+ b T&1s (x). (1)
For each s # [0, S[, Ts is a one-to-one mapping from D onto D such that
(i) T0=I
(ii) (s, x) [ Ts(x) belongs to C1([0; S[, Ck(D; D)) with Ts(D)=D
(iii) (s, x) [ T&1s (x) belongs to C([0; S[, C
k(D; D)).
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Such transformations were studied in [3, 4] where a full analysis of the
situation was given.
The family Ok is stable under the perturbations 0 [ 0s(V )=Ts(V )(0).
We denote by Qs the perturbed cylinder ]0; T[_0s(V), 1s=0s and
7s=]0, T[_1s the perturbed lateral boundary.
We consider a map defined on the family Ok
( f, g, ., ): Ok  .
0 # Ok
(L2(Q)_H 1(7)_H 1(0)_L2(0))
verifying f (0) # L2(Q), g(1 ) # H 1(7), .(0) # H1(0), (0) # L2(0) with
possible compatibilities conditions described later.
Let K be a coercive and symmetric N_N-matrix whose coefficients
belong to L(I, W2, (D)) & W 1, (I, L(D)). To each element 0 # Ok we
associate the solution y= y(0) of the generalized wave problem
{
2t y&div(K {y)= f
y= g
y(0)=.
t y(0)=
on Q
on 7
on 0
on 0.
(2)
For any V # Ek and s # [0; S] we set ys= y(0s) # L2(Qs). Following
[1, 2, 10, 6, 11]the mapping 0 [ y(0) is said to be shape differentiable in
L2(I, Hm(D)) (resp. weakly shape differentiable in L2(I, H m(D))) if
_Y # C1([0; S], L2(I, Hm(D))) (3)
Y(s, } , } )|Qs= y(0s) (4)
Y(s)&Y(0)
s
&sY(0)  0 in L2(I, Hm(D)) as s  0
\resp. Y(s)&Y(0)s &sY(0) ( 0 weakly in L2(I, H m(D)) as s  0+ .
(5)
Then sY(0, } , } )|Q which is the restriction to Q of the derivative with
respect to the perturbation parameter s at s=0 is independent of the choice
of Y verifying (3), (4), and (5). (cf. [11]).
Definition 1 (Shape Derivative). The shape derivative is that unique
element
y$(0; V)=\ s Y+} s=0 (t, x) # Q # L2(Q).
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The aim of this paper is to give a full analysis of the shape differen-
tiability for the Dirichlet-wave problem (2) under shape differentiability
assumptions on the data f (0), g(1 ), .(0), and (0). In some weaker
situations the solution y(0) will be only weakly shape differentiable in
L1(I, H&1(D)). The definition is the same with L1(I, H &1(D)) instead of
L2(I, Hm(D)).
Following [6, 10, 11] the boundary data g are shape boundary differen-
tiable (resp. weakly shape boundary differentiable) in L1(I, H p(1)) if
_G # C1([0; S], L1(I, H p+12(D)))
(resp. _G # C 1_([0; S], L
1(I, H p+12(D)))) (6)

ns
G(s)=0 on 7s (7)
G(s, } , } )|7s= g(1s) on 7s (8)
The restriction to 7 of the derivative with respect to the perturbation
parameter s does not depend of the choice of the mapping G verifying (7),
(8), and (9). (cf. [6]).
Definition 2 (Shape Boundary Derivative). The element
g$1(1; V)=\ s G+} s=0 (t, x) # 7
is the shape boundary derivative of g.
Definition 3 (Material Derivative). The element y* (0; V) is the material
derivative of y in L2(I, H m(D)) (resp. weakly in L2(I, H m(D))) if it is the
limit in L2(I, H m(D)) (resp. weakly in L2(I, Hm(D))) of
1
s
( y(0s) b Ts& y(0))
when s tends to 0.
1.2. The Generalized Wave Problem
Let m0 and q> 12 . The hypothesis (Hm, q) concerns the regularity of the
data and stands for
(i) f belongs to L1(I, Hm(0)) and  (m)t f belongs to L
1(I, L2(0)),
(ii) g belongs to Hq+1(7),
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(iii) . belongs to Hm+1(0),
(iv)  belongs to Hm(0),
with the compatibility conditions supp .Z0 and supp 9Z0.
Notation 1. For any non-negative integer m we note
Zm(I, 0)= ,
m
i=0
C i (I, H m&i (0))
and we note
Z0(I, 0)=C(I, L2(0)) & C1(I, H &1(0))
for any positive integer m. The non-integer superscript Z are defined
through an interpolation.
Notation 2. For any positive real m we denote by WmX the smallest
integer i such that mi, that is, m if m is an integer and the integral part
of m+1 otherwise.
Assuming (HWmX, q) and k=max[WmX, 2], we refer to [7, 8] for the
existence and regularity of the solution to (2). It was obtained that
y # Zm+1(I, 0) (9)
y
n
# Hm(7). (10)
One should note that (10) does not follow from (9). For that reason (9) is
called hidden regularity.
1.3. The Results
In order to derive the shape derivative properties of the mapping y, we
introduce shape differentiability assumptions on the data. The hypothesis
(H$m, q) stands for
(i) f is shape differentiable and the shape derivative f $ #
L1(I, Hm&1(D)). When m2,  (m&1)t f $ # L
1(I, L2(D)) as well.
(ii) g is boundary shape differentiable and the boundary shape
derivative g$1 # H
q(1 ).
(iii) . is shape differentiable and the shape derivative .$ belongs
to Hm(D).
(iv)  is shape differentiable and the shape derivative $ belongs
to Hm&1(D).
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The situation is too complicated to be analyzed at the first glance thus
we shall separate the study in three complementary situations: g=0 and
assumption of strong regularity on the data (m1) in Section 3, g=0 and
assumption of weak regularity on the data (0m<1) in Section 4 and the
general case in Section 5. We will first assume m is an integer, the case of
non integer cases will be considered in Subsection 4.4. The result of both
sections is summarized in Theorem 1 for the integer values of m. In Section
4 the role of the hidden regularity will be underlined. In each section the
assumptions and the results will be precisely formulated. The exact shape
derivative properties of the mapping 0 [ y(0) are formulated in Theorem
1 and Theorem 2.
Notation 3. Let (Hm)=(g=0) 7 (HWmX, q) and (H$m)=(g=0) 7
(H$WmX, q).
Theorem 1. Let m be a nonnegative integer, we assume (Hm), (H$m),
k=max[m, 2].
v If m1 then the solution to (2) is both shape and material differen-
tiable at s=0, strongly in L2(I, H m&1(D)).
v If m=1 then the solution to (2) is weakly material differentiable at
s=0, weakly in L2(I, H1(D)).
v If m=0 and f $=0 then the solution to (2) is weakly shape differen-
tiable at s=0, weakly in L1(I, L2(D)).
v If m=0 and f # L1(I, H =(0)), then the solution to (2) is weakly
shape differentiable at s=0, in L1(I, H &1(D)).
The shape derivative y$ # Zm(I, 0) and is solution to
{
2t y$&div(K {y$)= f $ on Q
(11)
y$=&
y
n
(V(0), n) on 7
y$(0)=.$ on 0
t y$(0)=$ on 0.
When applicable, the material derivative y* # Zm(I, 0) and is solution to
P( y* )=&div(((div V(0)) .K&DV(0) .K+*(DV(0) .K)+DK .V(0)) {y)
+({ f, V(0)) +f $+div(V(0)) div(K {y) on Q{y* =0 on 7 (12)y* (0)=({., V(0)) +.$ on 0
t y* (0)=({, V(0)) +$ on 0.
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The proof when m1 is based upon technical estimates on the energy.
The implicit function theorem associated to a bootstrap technique gives the
differentiability in higher spaces. In contrast, the situation is drastically dif-
ferent when m=0 since the approach used when m1 cannot be extended.
In that case we use the hidden regularity. We will designate by strong, the
regularity of the data when m1 as opposed to the weak regularity of the
data when m=0.
Notation 4. Throughout this paper we will note
A=div(K{) and P=
2
t2
&A.
2. TRANSFORMATION OF DOMAINS
2.1. The Shape Difference Quotient
Notation 5. We denote by Zm0 the subset of Z
m composed of elements
satisfying the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition.
Under (Hm) and k=max[k, 2], the existence and the regularity of the
transported solution was obtained in [7, 8]
ys # Zm+10 (I, 0s)
ys
ns
# Hm(7s),
where ns is the unit outward normal field outgoing to 0s .
Notation 6. Let ys= ys b Ts and let
ws=
ys& y b T &1s
s
ws=ws b Ts=
ys b Ts& y
s
.
ws is the shape difference quotient.
Lemma 1. Under (Hm) and k=max[m, 2] one has ws # Zm+10 (I, 0s) and
ws # Zm+10 (I, 0).
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Proof. y # C(I, Hm(0)) and T &1s # C
k(D; D) thus y b T &1s # C(I, H
m(0s)).
Since ys # C(I, H m(0s)) we get
ys& y b T &1s # C(I, H
m(0s)).
The same arguments apply to show that ys& y b T &1s # C
1(I, H m&1(0s))
and so on. Using y=0 on 7 and ys=0 on 7s , we have the first property.
The second property is a consequence of the first part and of Ts # Ck(D; D).
K
2.2. Properties of the Flow Mapping
We note
#s=|det(DTs)|
Ks=#s(DTs)&1 (K b Ts)(*DT &1s )
As=#&1s div(Ks{)
Ps=
2
t2
&As .
Lemma 2. Let % be in D$(0). Then (A%) b Ts=As(% b Ts).
Proof. We note Rs=T &1s ; we have DRs=(DTs)
&1 b Rs and
|det(DRs)|=#&1s b Rs .
Let & # C 0 (0).
|
0
(A%) b Ts .& dx=|
0s
div(K .{%)(& b T &1s )(#
&1
s b Rs) dx.
Since &|0=0 we have (& b Rs)|0s=0, thus
|
0
(A%) b Ts .& dx=&|
0s
(K {%, {((& b Rs)(#&1s b Rs))) dx.
Therefore
|
0
(A%) b Ts .& dx=&|
0s
(K {%, {((&#&1s ) b Rs))
hence
|
0
(A%) b Ts .& dx=&|
0s
(K {%, *DRs {(&#&1s ) b Rs).
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It follows that
|
0
(A%) b Ts .& dx=&|
0s
(DRsK {%, {(&#&1s ) b Rs).
This leads to
|
0
(A%) b Ts .& dx=&|
0
(DRs b TsK b Ts({%) b Ts , {(&#&1s )) #s .
Since &|0=0 we have
|
0
(A%) b Ts .& dx=&|
0
(#s(DTs)&1 K b Ts *DT &1s ({% b Ts), {(&#
&1
s )) dx
hence
|
0
(A%) b Ts .& dx=|
0
#&1s div(#s(DTs)
&1 K b Ts *DT &1s ({% b Ts))& dx.
Thus
(A%) b Ts=#&1s div(#s(DTs)
&1 K b Ts *DT &1s ({% b Ts))
=#&1s div(Ks({% b Ts)). K
Since Ts operates only with the space variable the following corollary is
obvious.
Corollary 1. Let % be in D$(0). Then (P%) b Ts=Ps(% b Ts).
2.3. Limits as the Perturbation Parameter Tends to 0
We denote by MN(R) the set of the N_N matrix with real coefficients.
Proposition 1. We have the following limits as s tends to 0
#s  1 in C1(D, R) (13)
#s&1
s
 div(V(0)) in C1(D, R) (14)
DTs&I
s
 DV(0) in C1(D, MN(R)) (15)
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Ks  K in L(I, W1, (0, MN(R))) (16)
Ks&K
s
 (div V(0)) .K&2=K+DK .V(0)
in L(I, W1, (0, MN(R))), (17)
where DK is the third-order tensor (xk Ki, j (t, x)) i, j, k and
=K= 12 (DV(0) .K+*(DV(0) .K)).
Proof. Relations (13), (14), (15), and (16) are a consequence of
[10, Lemma 2.31]. Let us prove (17),
Ks&K
s
=
Ks&K0
s
 (s Ks)| s=0 in L(I, W1, (0, MN(R))) as s  0
and we have
sKs=s#s(DTs)&1 (K b Ts)(*DTs)&1&#ss(DTs)(DTs)&2 (K b Ts)(*DTs)&1
+#s(DTs)&1 (DK b Ts .sTs)(*DTs)&1
&#s(DTs)&1 (K b Ts) s(*DTs)(*DTs)&2.
Using (13), (14), (15), and (1) we get
(sKs)| s=0=(div V(0)) .K&DV(0) .K+DK .V(0)&K .*DV(0). K
that is,
(sKs)| s=0=(div V(0)) .K&2=K+DK .V(0). K
Another result of interest is the
Lemma 3. Assume % # H1(RN ). Then s [ % b Ts is differentiable in L2(RN )
and the derivative is given by
\ s (% b Ts)+ s=0={% .V(0).
The proof is similar to the one given in [10, Proposition 2.32].
Moreover one can extend this result when % is replaced by %s , as proved
in [10, Proposition 2.33].
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Lemma 4. Assume 3 # C([0; S], H1(RN)) & C1([0; S], L2(RN )) and
%s=3(s, } ) then s [ %s b Ts is differentiable in L2(RN ) and the derivative is
given by
\ s (%s b Ts)+ s=0=
3
s } s=0+{% .V(0).
The following corollaries are obvious.
Corollary 2. Let % # H1(RN )N then s [ % b Ts is differentiable in
L2(RN )N and the derivative is given by
\ s (% b Ts)+s=0=*D% .V(0).
Corollary 3. Assume 3 # C([0; S], H1(RN )N ) & C1([0; S], L2(RN )N ),
we note %s=3(s, } ) then s [ %s b Ts is differentiable in L2(RN ) and the
derivative is given by
\ s (%s b Ts)+ s=0=
3
s } s=0+*D% .V(0).
Remark 1. Let m1 be an integer. The same proofs give a differentia-
tion in L2(I, Hm&1(Rn)) (respectively L2(I, Hm&1(Rn)n)) when 3 is in
Hm(Rn) (respectively Hm(Rn)n).
Remark 2. When the function Ts is replaced by (t, x) [ (t, Ts(x)) the
results of this section hold with I_D instead of D and RN+1 instead of RN.
3. HOMOGENEOUS DIRICHLET B.C. WITH STRONG
REGULARITY OF THE DATA
In this section we prove the first part of Theorem 1. The proof will be
done in two steps. First we prove the result on an interval possibly smaller
than I. Then we iterate the result to prove the theorem on I.
3.1. Material Derivative
Throughout the first four items of this subsection we suppose (H1), (H$1)
and k=2.
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3.1.1. Estimate of the Energy. Let * be the coercivity constant of K and
}=maxi, j &t Ki, j&L(I_D) . We suppose
}<
*
2T 2
. (18)
One should remark that the requirement is always satisfied when K is time
independent. Otherwise, the condition is satisfied on ]0; - *(2})[.
Lemma 5. Let % # Z20(I, 0) and let
a(%)=
*
*&2}T 2
&P%&L1 (I, L2 (0))
b(%)=
*
*&2}T 2 |0 (K(0, x) {%(0, x) .{%(0, x)+(t%)
2 (0, x)) dx.
Then
&t %&L (I, L2 (0))2a(%)+- b(%) (19)
&%&L (I, H 10(0))2a(%)+- b(%). (20)
Proof. Let
E(%, t)= 12 |
0
(K(t, x) {%(t, x) .{%(t, x)+(t%)2 (t, x)) dx.
The function t [ E(%, t) is differentiable,
tE(%, t)= 12 |
0
(tK {%(t, x) .{%(t, x)+K(t, x) {t %(t, x) .{%(t, x)
+K(t, x) {%(t, x) .{t %(t, x)+2t%(t, x) 2t %(t, x)) dx.
K is symmetric thus
t E(%, t)= 12 |
0
(2 {t%(t, x) .K(t, x) {%(t, x)+K (t, x) {%(t, x) .{%(t, x)
+2% (t, x) 2t %(t, x)) dx.
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Since t %(t)|1=0, we have
t E(%, t)=|
0
(2t %(t)&div(K(t) {%(t))) .t %(t)
+|
0
t K(t, x) {%(t, x) .{%(t, x) dx.
It follows
t E(%, t)=(P%(t), t%(t)) L2 (0)+|
0
t K(t, x) {%(t, x) .{%(t, x) dx.
Then
t E(%, t)&t%(t)&L2(0) &P%(t)&L2 (0)+} &{%(t)&2L2 (0) . (21)
Integrating (21) on [0; {] leads to
E(%, {)E(%, 0)+|
{
0
&t %(t)&L2 (0) &P%(t)&L2 (0) dt+|
{
0
} &{%(t)&2L2 (0) dt.
Since the functions integrated are positive, we get
E(%, {)&t%&L (I, L2 (0)) &P%&L1 (I, L2 (0))+} &{%&2L1 (I, L2(0))+E(%, 0). (22)
Let X=(sup{ # I E(%, {))12. We have
&t %&L (I, L2 (0))2X (23)
&{%&2L1 (I, L2 (0))
2(TX )2
*
. (24)
Since (22) holds for all { # I we obtain
X22X
*&2}T 2
*
a(%)+2
}
*
T 2X2+
*&2}T 2
*
b(%). (25)
Since }<*2T 2 we have (*&2}T 2)*0 hence (25) yields
&X2+2a(%)X+b(%)0.
Hence
Xa(%)+(a2(%)+- b(%))12.
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Therefore
X2a(%)+- b(%). (26)
Estimates (19) and (20) follow from (23), (24), (26). K
Let us introduce the notations
as=&- #s Psws &L1 (I, L2 (0))
bs=|
0
(Ks(0, x) {ws(0, x), {ws(0, x))+(t ws(0, x))2 dx.
Proposition 2. With those notations
\’ # ]0; 1[, _=*>0, \= # ]0; =*[, _: # ]1&’, 1+’[, \s # [0; =[,
: &ws&L (I, H10 (0))2as+- bs .
The real : is given by (29).
Proof. Lemma 5 applies with %=ws because of Lemma 1, therefore
&ws&L (I, H 10 (0s ))2a(ws)+- b(ws). (27)
Let us perform the change of variables x=Ts(X ) on the equality
a(ws)=|
T
0 \|0s (Pws)
2 dx+
12
dt.
We get
a(ws)=|
T
0 \|0 #s(Pws)2 b Ts dX+
12
dt.
Therefore
a(ws)=|
T
0 \|0 (- #s (Pws) b Ts)2 dX+
12
dt.
Hence
a(ws)=|
T
0 \|0 (- #s Ps ws)2 dX+
12
dt.
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Thus
a(ws)=&- #s Ps ws&L1 (I, L2(0)) .
It follows that a(ws)=as . Using the same method, we obtain b(ws)=bs .
Therefore
&ws&L (I, H 10(0s ))=2as+- bs . (28)
Let ! # RN and ‘=*DT &1s !. Since
&*DTs‘&RN&*DTs&L(R N ) &‘&RN
we have
&!&RN&*DTs &L(RN ) &*DT &1s !&R N .
Hence
&*DT &1s !&R N
1
&*DTs&L(RN )
&!&R N .
We obtain
#s &*DT &1s !&
2
R N
#s
&*DTs &2L(R N )
&!&2R N .
For a given =>0, we set
:(=)= inf
x # 0
s # [0; =[
#s
&DTs&2L(RN )
(29)
that leads to
\s # [0; =[, #s&*DT &1s !&
2
R N:(=) &!&
2
RN . (30)
Since
#s
&DTs&2L(R N )
 1 in C1(D, R) as s  0
we have lim=  0 :(=)=1. Hence for all ’ # ]0; 1[ there is a positive real =*
such that for all = # ]0; =*[, :(=) # ]1&’, 1+’[.
&ws&L (I, H 10 (0s ))=sup
I \|0s |{ws |
2 dx+
12
dt.
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We perform the change of variables x=Ts(X )
&ws&L (I, H 10(0s ))=sup
I \|0 #s |({ws) b Ts |2 dX+
12
dt.
Thus
&ws&L (I, H 10 (0s ))=sup
I \|0 #s |*DT &1s {(ws b Ts)| 2 dX+
12
dt.
Inequality (30) leads to
&ws&L (I, H 10 (0s ))sup
I \|0 :(=) |{(ws b Ts)|2 dX+
12
dt,
that is,
&ws&L (I, H10 (0s )):(=) &w
s&L (I, H10(0s )) . (31)
Plugging (31) in (28) leads to the result. K
Similarly, we have the
Proposition 3.
\’ # ]0; 1[, _=*>0, \= # ]0; =*[, _: # ]1&’, 1+’[, \s # [0; =[,
: &t ws &L (I, L2 (0))2as+- bs .
Lemma 6. We have
Ps(ws)=
fs b Ts& f
s
+#&1s div \K&Kss {y++
1&#&1s
s
Ay.
Proof. We have Psws=(1s)(Ps ys&Ps y). Applying Corollary 1 gives
Psws=(1s)(P( ys) b Ts&Py+Py&Ps y), thus
Psws=
1
s
( f b Ts& f+Ay&As y).
One can write
Ps ws=
1
s
( fs b Ts& f+div(K {y)&#&1s div(K {y)
+#&1s div(K {y)&#
&1
s div(Ks {y)).
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Then
Psws=
fs b Ts& f
s
+
1&#&1s
s
div(K {y)+#&1s div \K&Kss {y+ . K
3.1.2. Existence of a Limit for the Shape Difference Quotient.
Lemma 7. When s is in the neighborhood of 0 we have asMa where Ma
is independent of s
Proof. From the definition of as we have
as
*
*&2}T 2
&#s &12L (Q) &Psws&L1 (I, L2 (0)) .
It is sufficient to prove that &#s&L (Q) and &Psws&L1(I, L2(0)) converge as s  0.
Since &#s&L (Q)  1 as s  0, we just need to work on &Psws&L1 (I, L2 (0)) .
Let us compute the limit of each term of the expression given in Lemma 6.
The first term. From Lemma 3 and Remark 2 we deduce
fs b Ts& f
s
 ({ f, V(0))+f $
in L1(I, L2(0)) as s tends to 0.
The second term. From Lemma 1 we get (#&1s &1)s  &div(V(0)) in
C1(D, D) as s  0, therefore
#&1s &1
s
Ay  &div(V(0)) Ay
in L1(I, L2(0)) as s  0.
The third term. From Lemma 1 we get lims  0 #s=1 in C1(D, D) as
s  0 thus lims  0 #&1s =1 in C
1(D, D) as s tends to 0. On the other hand
(K&Ks )s  (div V(0)) .K&2=K+DK .V(0) in L(I, W 1, (D)) hence
#&1 div \K&Kss {y+ div((div V(0) .K&2=K+DK .V(0)) {y)
in L1(I, L2(0)) as s  0. K
Lemma 8. When s is in the neighborhood of 0 we have bsMb where Mb
is independent of s.
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Proof. From the definition of ws we get
{ws(0)=
1
s
({(.s b Ts)&{.),
therefore
{ws(0)=
1
s
(*DTs {.s b Ts&{.).
Thus
{ws(0)=
1
s
(*DTs {.s&{.s) b Ts+
1
s
({.s b Ts&{.).
Hence
{ws(0)=(
*DTs&I
s
{.s) b Ts+
{.s b Ts&{.
s
.
Using Lemma 1 we have
\*DTs&Is {.s+ b Ts  (*DV(0), {.)+
8
s
as s  0 in L2(0).
Moreover Corollary 3 yields
{.&{. b Ts
s
 &(*D {., V(0))+
8
s
as s  0 in L2(0).
Hence
{ws(0)  (*DV(0), {.) &(*D {., V(0)) +2
8
s
as s  0 in L2(0).
Moreover Ks(0)  K(0) in L(MN(R), L2(0)) therefore when s tends to 0,
the limit of (K(s) {ws, {ws) is
K(0) .\{ {.V(0)+2 8s + , { ({., V(0)) +2
8
s  .
Furthermore
t ws(0)=t
9s b Ts&9
s
,
hence t ws(0)  t$ in L2(0) as s  0. This proves the lemma. K
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Proposition 4. &ws&L (I, H 10 (0)) and &t w
s&L (I, L2 (0)) are bounded when
s is in the neighborhood of 0.
Proof. When s is in the neighborhood of 0, as and bs are bounded
therefore, using Lemma 5, &ws&L (I, H10 (0)) and &tw
s&L (I, L2(0)) are bounded.
K
Proposition 5. &ws&H 1(Q) is bounded and
_w # L(I, H 10(0)) & W
1, (I, L2(0))
such that wni ( w weakly in H1(Q) (thus wni  w in L2(Q)).
Proof. Using Proposition 4, &ws&H 1 (Q) is bounded. The existence of w
in L(I, H 10(0)) & W
1, (I, L2(0)) and the convergence both derive. K
3.1.3. Uniqueness of the Limit of the Shape Different Quotient. For each
sequence (sn) of Corollary 5 there is a function w. The aim of this section
is to prove the
Proposition 6. The function w belongs to Z1(I, 0) and is unique.
The three next lemmas will show the function w satisfies the problem
{
P(w)
w=0
w(0)=({., V(0)) +.$
tw(0)=({, V(0))+$
on Q
on 7
on 0
on 0,
(32)
where
5=({ f, V(0))+f $+div(V(0)) div(K {y)
&div(((div V(0)) .K&2=K+DK .V(0)) {y). (33)
Remark 3. w=0 on 7 is a consequence of Corollary 5.
Lemma 9. For any sequence (sn),
w(0)=({., V(0)) +.$.
Proof. We have ys(0)=.s on 0s thus ys(0)=.s b Ts on 0. On the
other hand y(0)=. on 0 hence ( ys& y)s=(.s b Ts&.)s on 0. Lemma 3
says (.s b Ts&.)s  ({., V(0))+.$ in L2(0) as s  0. Therefore w(0)=
({., V(0))+.$ on 0. K
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The same method can be used to prove the
Lemma 10. For any sequence (sn),
t w(0)=({, V(0))+$.
Lemma 11. There exists2 5 # L2(Q) such that for any sequence (sn),
Pw=5.
Proof. P( ys)= fs on Qs hence Ps( ys)= fs b Ts on Q. Moreover P( y)= f
on Q therefore
Ps( ys)&P( y)
s
=
fs b Ts& f
s
. (34)
On the other hand we have Ps( ys)&P( y)=(As&A)( ys)+P( ys& y),
hence
Ps( ys)&P( y)
s
=
#&1s &1
s
div(Ks {ys)+div \Ks&Ks {ys++P \
ys& y
s + .
(35)
From (34) and (35) we get
P \ y
s& y
s +=
fs b Ts& f
s
&
#&1s &1
s
div(Ks {ys)&div \Ks&Ks {ys+ .
Using Proposition 1 and Lemma 3 we obtain
P(w)=({ f, V(0)) +f $+div(V(0)) div(K {y)
&div(((div V(0)) .K&2=K+DK .V(0)) {y).
Let 5 be defined by (33). Then Pw=5 on Q and 5 belongs to L2(Q) as
each term of 5 is in L2(Q). K
The function w is a solution to (32). We refer to [7, Theorem 2.1 and
Sect. 4] to prove that w is unique and belongs to Z1(I, 0). This proves
Proposition 6.
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2 The function 5 is given by (33).
3.1.4. Material Differentiability.
Proposition 7. Under (H1), (H$1), and k=2 there exists y* # Z
1(I, 0)
such that
ys& y
s
( y* weakly in L2(I, H 1(D)) as s  0.
The material derivative y* is a solution to the problem
{
P( y* )=5
y* =0
y* (0)=({., V(0))+.$
t y* (0)=({, V(0)) +$
on Q
on 7
on 0
on 0.
(36)
Proof. This proposition is a consequence of Proposition 5 and Proposi-
tion 6. K
Corollary 4. Under (H1), (H$1), and k=2 there exists y* # Z
1(I, 0)
such that for any = # ]0; 1]
ys& y
s
 y* strongly in L2(I, H 1&=(D)) as s  0.
3.1.5. Enhancement of the Differentiability. Let m2 be an integer. We
now suppose (Hm), (H
$
m) and k=m.
Proposition 8. Under this set of hypotheses the shape differentiation
takes place in L2(I, Hm&1(D)).
Proof. Let us consider
Em(I, 0)=[% # Zm+1(I, 0) s.t. %| 7=0, %(0)=80 , t %(0)=81 , and
P% # L1(I, H m(D)),  (m)t (P%) # L
1(I, L2(D))]
and the norm & }&E m defined by
&%&Em=&%&Z m+1(I, 0)+&P%&L1 (I, H m (0))+& (m)t (P%)&L1 (I, L2(0)) .
Let 9 be defined by
9 : [0; S[_E(I, 0)  L1(I, L2(0))
(s, %) [ P%& f b Ts+(Ps&P) ys.
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We have D%9=P, that function is continuous on [0; S]_E. Moreover
according to [7, Theorem 2.2], D%9(0, %) is an isomorphism between
Em(I, 0) and [ f # L1(I, H m(D)) |  (m)t (P%) # L
1(I, L2(D))].
Let $ # E(I, 0)
9(s, %+$)&9(0, %)=P(%+$)& f b Ts+(Ps&P)(%+$)&P%+ f
hence
9(s, %+$)&9(0, %)=P$&( f b Ts& f )+(Ps&P)(%+$).
Since f # L1(I, Hm(0)) we have (1s)( f b Ts& f )  {f .V(0) in L2(I, Hm&1(0)).
Moreover (Ps&P)(%+$)=o(s, $), hence
9(s, %+$)&9(0, %)=s {f .V(0)+o(s, $, P$)
and {f .V(0) # L2(I, H m&1(0)).
Therefore 9 is differentiable at (0, %) in L2(I, Hm&1(D)). The implicit
function theorem applies: if % # E satisfies 9(s, %)=0 then % is a function of
s in the neighborhood of 0 and s% exists.
Since 9(s, ys)=Pys& f b Ts+Psys&Pys=Ps( ys b Ts)& f b Ts=0 the
differentiation takes place in L2(I, Hm&1(D)). K
3.2. Shape Derivative with Strong Regularity of the Data
3.2.1. Shape Differentiability. Let Bm be an extension operator from
Hm(0) onto H m(D) and Bsm=% [ Bm(% b Ts) b T
&1
s .
Notation 7. For the sake of shortness we will also denote by Bm the
extension idBm . The same remark applies to Bsm .
Proposition 9. (B sm ys&Bmy)s  Y in L
2(I_D) as s tends to 0.
Proof. One can write
Bsm ys&Bm y
s
=
B sm ys&Bm y
s
s
+Bm \ y
s& y
s + .
Since
Bsm ys&Bm y
s
s
=
B sm ys&Bm ys b Ts
s
Lemma 3 yields
Bsm ys&Bm y
s
s
 ({y, V(0)) in L2(I, Hm&1(RN)) as s  0.
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Moreover from the definition of y* we have
ys& y
s
 y* in L2(I, H m&1(RN )) as s  0.
This proves the proposition. K
As a consequence of Proposition 9, the function Y is independent of Bm .
Proposition 10. y$=Y |Q is the shape derivative of y.
Corollary 5. y$= y* &({y, V(0)) on Q.
It is obvious that y$ belongs to Z1(I, 0).
Notation 8. We denote by y$_ the shape derivative in _. ( y$= y$0 .)
3.2.2. Characterization of the Shape Derivative.
Lemma 12. Assume 3 # C1([0; S[, L1(I_D)); we note %s=3(s, } , } )
and %=%0 . Then

s \|Qs %s(x, t) dx dt+s=0=|Q s 3(0, x, t) dx dt+|7 %(x, t)(V(0), n) d1 dt.
Proof. Let us note
(s)=|
Qs
3(s, t, x) dx dt.
The function Ts maps 0 to 0s hence
(s)=|
Q
3(s, t, Ts(x)) #s dx dt.
Thus

s
(s)=|
Q
(s3(s, t, x)+({3(s, t, x), V(s) b Ts(t, x)) #s
+3(s, t, x) s#s dx dt.
We know that #s | s=0=1 and s#s | s=0=div V(0). This leads to

s
(0)=|
Q
s3(0, t, x)+({3(0, t, x), V(0))+3(0, t, x) div V(0) dx dt
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hence

s
(0)=|
Q
s3(0, t, x) dx dt+|
Q
div(3(0, t, x) V (0)) dx dt.
The Gau? theorem gives the result. K
Proposition 11. P( y$)= f $ on Q.
Proof. Since P( ys)= fs on Qs we have
\% # C 0 (D), |
Qs
2t ys%&A( ys)%& fs%=0,
thus
\% # C 0 (D),

s |Qs 
2
t ys%&A( ys)%& fs%=0.
From Lemma 12, we have for all % # C 0 (D)
|
Q
(2t y$(t, x) %(t, x)&A( y$)(t, x) %(t, x)&sF(0, t, x) %(t, x)) dt dx
+|
7
(2t y(t, x) %(t, x)&A( y)(t, x) %(t, x)
& f (t, x) %(t, x))(V(0), n) dt d1=0.
But Py= f on Q gives 2t y%&A( y)%& f%=0 on 7 hence
\% # C 0 (D), |
Q
2t y$%&A( y$)%&sF | s=0=0.
This leads to P( y$)= f $ on Q. K
Corollary 6. The shape derivative y$ is a solution to
{
P( y$)= f $ on Q
(37)
y$=&
y
n
(V(0), n) on 7
y$(0)=.$ on 0
t y$(0)=$ on 0.
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Proof. We have y* =0 on 7 hence y$=({y, V(0)) on 7. Moreover y* (0)
=. .V(0)+.$ and . .V(0)&{y(0) .V(0)=0 on 0. This leads to y$(0)=.$.
The same method applies to prove that t y$(0)=$. K
Remark 4. If y is shape differentiable at any 0 # Ok in any domain
field V, then
y$(0; V)=

s
Y | [0]_I_0 .
we have

s
Y |[_]_I_0_= y$(0_(V ), V(_))= y$_
and y$_ is a solution to
{
P( y$_)= f $_ on Q_
(38)
y$_=&
y_
n_
V(_) .n_ on 7_
y$_(0)=.$_ on 0_
t y$_(0)=$_ on 0_ .
3.3. Proof of Theorem 1
Assuming condition (19), Proposition 10, and Corollary 6 we prove
Theorem 1.
Proposition 12. The condition (18)
}<
*
2T2
may be dismissed.
Proof. If }=0 the condition is always satisfied, from now we assume }
is non-negative. Let T=- *(2}); the condition is always satisfied on
[0; T[ but not necessarily on I.
Let y be the solution to (2) on ]0, T[_0. According to [7] that solu-
tion belongs to Zm(I, 0) without any condition on }.
For any positive integer i let Ti=iT and I i=[T0 ; Ti [. We denote by u
be the function
u(t, x)= y(t+T1 , x).
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u satisfies
{
P(u)= f ( } +T1 , } )
u=0
u(0)= y(T1)
t u(0)=t y(T1)
on Q
on 7
on 0
on 0.
(39)
The data satisfy the conditions3 to apply Theorem 1, therefore u is shape
differentiable as described in Theorem 1. It follows the shape differen-
tiability of y on I1 . Theorem 1 follows from iterations of this process. K
4. HOMOGENEOUS DIRICHLET B.C. WITH
WEAK REGULARITY OF THE DATA
In this section, we suppose (H0), (H$0) and k=2. According to
[7, Theorem 2.1 and Sect. 4] we have
y
n
# L2(7). (40)
Thus using [7, Theorem 2.3 and Sect. 4] on (37) we obtain that y$ exists,
is unique, and belongs to Z0(I, 0).
Since (yn)(V(0), n) # L1(I, Hm&1(1)), [7, Theorem 2.1 and Sect. 4]
say that (37) has a unique solution y$ defined in Z0(I, 0). Hence the shape
derivative may continue to exist even though the propositions to prove the
existence of y* do not apply anymore.
Remark 5. It should be noticed that y$ continues to exist while y* does
not exist anymore.
The aim of this section is to prove that y$ is the shape derivative of the
solution to (2).
4.1. Absolute Continuity
Reference [7, Theorem 2.1 and Sect. 4] says the solution to (2) exists, is
unique, and belongs to C(I, L2(D)). Let y be this solution.
We denote by % a function in L(I, L2(0)). Let us introduce the
functions h and h
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3 Including condition (18).
h(s)=|
Qs
ys% dx dt
h (s)=|
Qs
y$s % dx dt.
Remark 6. As we did not prove that y$ is the shape derivative of the
solution to (2) yet, we do not have h =h$.
In this section we shall prove the
Proposition 13. The function h is absolutely continuous. More precisely
h(s)=h(0)+|
s
0
h (_) d_.
Let (\n)n be a mollifier sequence. We denote by yn the solution to
{
P( yn)= f V \n
yn=0
yn(0)=.*\n
t yn(0)=1 V *\n
on Q
on 7
on 0
on 0.
(41)
According to Subsection 3.2.1, there is a shape derivative yn$ for each n. We
consider the functions
hn(s)=|
Qs
yns % dx dt
h n(s)=|
Qs
yn$s % dx dt.
We proved yn was differentiable in L2(I_D) therefore hn is differentiable.
Thus hn is absolutely continuous and h$n=h n . That is,
hn(s)=hn(0)+|
s
0
h n(_) d_. (42)
From [7, Remark 2.2]1, we get yn  y in C(I, L2(0)) as n  +. Hence
hn(s)  h(s) and hn(0)  h(0) as n tends to +. Therefore, to prove
h(s)=h(0)+|
s
0
h (_) d_. (43)
It is sufficient to prove the next lemma.
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Lemma 13. We have
|
s
0
h n(_) d_  |
s
0
h (_) d_
as n tends to +.
Proof. According to [7, Remark 2.2], the function
L1(I, L2(0))_H1(0)_L2(0)  L2(7)
( f, ., ) [
y
n
is continuous. This remark also applies to (37) and says the function
L2(7)  C(I, L2(0))
y
n
[ y$
is continuous. Therefore there exists a constant C such that
& yn$&C(I, L2 (0))C(& f V \n&L1 (I, L2 (0))+&. V \n&H 1(0)+& V \n&L2 (0)).
One has
& f V \n&L1 (I, L2 (0))& f &L1 (I, L2(0)) &\n&L1 (Q)& f &L1 (I, L2 (0)) .
The same inequality holds for &. V \n&H1 (0) and & V \n&L2 (0) therefore
& yn$&C(I, L2 (0))C (& f &L1 (I, L2 (0))+&.&H 1 (0)+&&L2 (0)).
hence
& yn$&L2 (Q)C(& f &L1 (I, L2 (D))+&.&H1 (D)+&&L2 (D)). (44)
We denote by M the right hand side of (44). With the same method we
have
& yn$_ &L2 (Qs )M.
This leads to
|
Q_
yn$_ % dx dt- M &%&12L2 (Q) .
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Hence
|
s
0
h n(_) d_s - M &%&12L2 (Q) .
Therefore
\n # N, \s # [0; S], |
s
0
h n(_) d_S - M &%&12L2 (Q) . (45)
On the other hand from the continuity of ( f, ., ) [ y$ in C(I, L2(0)) &
and from
f V \n  f in L1(I, L2(0))
. V \n  . in H1(0)
 V \n   in L2(0).
As n tends to +, we obtain
yn$  y$ in C(I, L2(0)) as n  +.
Thus
|
Q
yn$% dx dt  |
Q
y$% dx dt as n  +.
The same method holds to prove
\_ # [0; s], |
s
0
h n(_) d_  |
s
0
h (_) d_ as n  +. (46)
With (45) and (46) we can use the theorem of Lebesgue to prove the
lemma. K
4.2. Differentiability
We assume f given in L1(I, H =(D)), =>0.
Proposition 14. (Bsm ys&Bm y)s *( y$ in L
1(I, H&1(D)) as s tends to 0.
We now suppose % # L(I, H 1(0)). To prove Proposition 14, we are
going to prove that h is differentiable. Since Proposition 13 applies, we can
do so by proving
lim
s  0
h (s)=h (0).
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Lemma 14. Let 4s # Z1(I, 0) be the solution to
{
P(4s)=%
4s=0
4s(T )=0
t4s(T )=0
on Qs
on 7s
on 0s
on 0s .
(47)
Then
h (s)=|
Qs
f $s4s dx dt+|
7s
ys
ns
4s
ns
(K ns , ns)(V(s), ns) d1s dt.
Proof. According to [7], 4s exists, is unique and belongs to Z0(I, 0).
Since P is self-adjoint we get
|
Qs
y$sP(4s) dx dt=|
Qs
P( y$s) 4s dx dt
+|
7s
((K {y$s , ns) 4s&({4s , ns) y$s) d1s dt.
We have P( y$s)= f $s on Qs and y$s=&(ys ns )(V(s), ns) on 7s , since
{4s=(4s ns ) ns we obtain
h (s)=|
Qs
f $s4s dx dt+|
7s
ys
ns
(K {4s , ns)(V(s), ns) d1s dt.
Using 4s=0 on 7s we obtain
h (s)=|
Qs
f $s4s dx dt+|
7s
ys
ns
4s
ns
(Kns , ns)(V(s), ns) d1s dt. K
Lemma 15. Let W(s)= 12 (Ksn, n) &*DT
&1
s n&
&1 DT &1s V(s) b Ts . Then
h (s)=|
Q
f $s b Ts4
s dx dt
+|
7 \_
( ys+4s)
n &
2
&_y
s
n &
2
&_4
s
n &
2
+ (W(s), n) d1 dt.
Proof. We perform the change of variable X=Ts(x) in
|
7s
ys
ns
4s
ns
(K ns , ns)(V(s), ns) d1s dt. (48)
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Since ns b Ts=&*DT &1s n&
&1 *DT &1s n, we get
|
7
&DT &1s n&
&5 (*DT&1s {y
s, *DT &1s n)(*DT
&1
s {4
s, *DT &1s n)
(K b Ts*DT &1s n, *DT
&1
s n)(V(s) b Ts , *DT
&1
s n) #s d1 dt.
We have {ys=(ysn)n and {4s=(4sn)n therefore we obtain
|
7
&DT &1s n&
&1 y
s
n
4s
n
(Ksn, n)(V(s) b Ts , *DT &1s n) #s d1 dt.
Furthermore
ys
n
4s
n
=
1
4 \
ys
n
+
4s
n +
2
&
1
4 \
ys
n
&
4s
n +.
Hence (48) can be written
|
7 \_
( ys+4s)
n &
2
&_y
s
n
&
4s
n &+
2
(W(s), n) d1 dt.
On the other hand
|
Qs
f $s4s dx dt=|
Q
f $s b Ts4
s dx dt.
This proves the lemma. K
Lemma 16. The function s [ 7 ((n) ,s)2 (W(s), n) d1 dt is continuous
for ,= ys+4s.
Proof. Following [5] we use the extractor technique to get the result.
We use the subsequent identity (n being any smooth extension of the
normal field)
|
7 \
,s
n +
2
(W, n) d1 dt
=&|
Q
Ps(,s)({%s, W) dx dt
&
1
2 |Q (t ,
s)2 div(&*DT &1s n&&2 W ) dx dt
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+|
Q
t ,s ({,s, t W) dx dt+|
0
t ,s(0)({,s, W) dx
&|
0
t ,s(T )({,s(T), W) dx
+|
Q
(*DT &1s *D(&*DT &1s n&&2 W) {,s, *DT &1s W) dx dt
&
1
2 |Q &*DT
&1
s W&
2 div(&*DT &1s n&
&2 W ) dx dt
&
1
2 |Q ( ({(DT
&1
s *DT
&1
s ) W .{,
s, {,s) dx dt.
The right-hand side is continuous with respect to s as the mapping
s [ ,s is continuous in Z1(I, 0). That continuity is established for the
mapping A: s [ ys& y (and in a similar way for s [ 4s) using linear inter-
polation theory for A. From previous results A is Lipschitz continuous in
Z1(I, 0) for f given in L1(I, H 1(0)) and is bounded for f given in
L1(I, L2(0)), then is Hoelder continuous for f given in L1(I, H =(0)).
Lemma 17. The function s [ Qs f $s b Ts4
s dx dt is continuous in 0.
Proof. It was proven in the previous section that 4 was shape-differen-
tiable. As a consequence s  4s is continuous at s=0. Since f is assumed
to be shape differentiable, we get s [ f $s b Ts4
s is continuous at s=0.
Lemma 17 is proven. K
This proves Proposition 14.
4.3. Enhancement of the Result with Special Property of the Data
The differentiability L1(I, H &1(0)) may be improved when f $=0.
Assume % # L(I, L2(0)) then 4s , the solution to (47), exists and belongs
to Z0(I, 0). Because f $=0 we get
h (s)=|
7s
ys
ns
4s
ns
(K ns , ns)(V(s), ns) d1s dt.
The continuity is a consequence of Lemmas 15 and 16 that does not
require a better regularity of %. This proves h is continuous in 0, hence
Proposition 15. Assume f $=0, (H0), (H$0) and k=2 then the solution
to (2) is weakly shape differentiable in L1(I, L2(D)). Moreover
y$ # Zm(I, 0)
and the function y$ is a solution to (11).
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4.4. The Case of Non-integer Sobolev Spaces
Theorem 1 and Proposition 15 work for integer values of m. When m #
[0; +[, those theorems continue to hold, the set Zm being the interpolate
between the two nearest integer-superscript Z. This is derived from the linear
interpolation theory (see for instance [9]).
One should notice the discontinuity between m # [0; 1[ and m1 which
is a result of the situations m=0 and m1 when m is an integer.
5. SHAPE DERIVATIVE WITH NON HOMOGENEOUS
DIRICHLET B.C.
5.1. Shape Differentiability
We consider the problem with a non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
condition (2). We consider a function G defined by (6), (7), and (8).
Theorem 2. Let m and q be two reals with m0 and q 12 . Assume
(Hm, q), (H$m, q) and k=max[2, WmX, Wq+
5
2 X]. The solution to (2) is
v weakly shape differentiable at s=0 in L1(I, H&1(D)) if 0m<1 or
1
2q<
3
2 ,
v weakly shape differentiable at s=0 in L1(I, L2(D)) if (0m<1 or
1
2q<
3
2) and f $=0, g$1=0,
v weakly material differentiable at s=0 in L2(I, H1(D)) if 1m<2 and
q 32 ,
v strongly shape differentiable and strongly material differentiable at
s=0 in L2(I, H min[m&1, q&(32)](D)) if m1 and q 32 .
Moreover
y$ # Zmin[m, q](I, 0).
Furthermore y$ is a solution to
{
P( y$)= f $ on Q
(49)
y$= g$1&
y
n
(V(0), n) on 7
y$(0)=.$ on 0
ty$(0)=$ on 0.
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Proof. The function u= y&G(0) is solution to
{
P(u)= f&PG(0)
u=0
y(0)=.&G(0)
ty(0)=&tG(0)
on Q
on 7
on 0
on 0.
(50)
Since G(0) # Hq+32(Q) we have PG(0) # H q&12(Q), hence
f&PG(0) # L1(I, H min[m, q&12]).
If m1 and q 32 , we also have
 (min[m, q&12])t ( f &PG(0)) # L
1(I, L2(0)) (51)
( f &PG(0))$ # L1(I, Hmin[m&1, q&32]). (52)
If m2 and q 52 , we also have
 (min[m&1, q&32])t ( f &PG(0))$ # L
1(I, L2(0)). (53)
Moreover .&G(0) # H q+1(0) and &t G(0) # Hq(0). Therefore
Theorem 1 gives the shape differentiability of u. Furthermore, u$ belongs to
Zmin[m, q&12](I, 0) and is a solution to
{
P(u)= f $&(P(sG | s=0)) on Q
(54)
u$=&
u
n
(V(0), n) on 7
u$(0)=.$&sG | s=0(0) on 0
t u$(0)=$&s t G | s=0 (0) on 0.
Using s(PG)=P(s G | s=0) and u$= y$&sG | s=0 , (54) yields (49).
Furthermore [7] and (49) give y$ # Zmin[m, q](I, 0).
When min[m, q& 12] # [0; 1[, f $=0, and g$1=0, Proposition 15 applies
and gives the weak shape differentiability in L1(I, L2(D)). K
One could replace the hypothesis f $=0, g$1=0 by the hypothesis that
there exists a function G verifying (6), (7), and (8) such that f $=P(sG).
5.2. Application to the Second Order Shape Derivative
Let V and W be two autonomous vector fields in Ek .
Definition 4 (Second Order Shape Derivative). y"(0; V, W)=
( y$(0; V ))$ (0; W ).
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Definition 5 (Second Order Boundary Shape Derivative). g"1 (1; V, W )
=(g$1 (1; V))$1 (1; W ).
Let us assume f, g, ,, , and 0 are smooth enough. Then applying
Theorem 2 to y$(0; V ) it follows that the second order shape derivative
y"(0; V, W ) exists and is characterized by
P( y")= f " on Q
(55)
y$= g"1&

n
( y$(0; W))(V, n)+({1g, {1 (W, n))(V, n)
&
y
n
((DV .n, n)(W, n)&({1 (W, n) , V1) ) on 7
y"(0)=." on 0
t y"(0)=" on 0.
To characterize y" the only difficulty lies in the boundary shape differen-
tiation of g$1&(yn)(V(0), n) which is easy using the following lemma
(cf. [6])
Lemma 18. We have
({y)$1 (1; W )={( y$(0; W ))|1+D
2y .n (W, n)
n$1=&{1 (W, n).
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